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This paper discussed the interdisciplinary study of 
costuming in general and specifically that of the musical, 
Hair. In addition to the discipline of theatre, costuming 
employs several other art forms and thereby may be consider-
ed an interdisciplinary art form. Basic to the development 
of costumes for Hair was knowledge of literature, visual 
arts and history. It is necessary to read and interpret a 
play very carefully in terms of relating the written words 
of the script to the costumes of the character. The actual 
designing of costumes entails basic drawing and design 
abilities as well as a creative artistic approach. In 
cases where a specific historic period is being used the 
research often includes art history books. By studying 
paintings and sculpture from a specific era one is able to 
establish a general flavor of the time period. Costume 
design is an interdisciplinary art form from the stand-
point that it cannot stand alone as a separate entity and 
must include various art forms to be successful. 
It is extremely important that a designer have a firm 
grasp on the content and message of the play~ Hair, 
written by Gerome Ragni and James Rado-in 1969 can best be 
described as an anti-war play. The action of the play 
takes place in New York City in 1969 during the height of 
the hippy protests against the Vietnam War. This was a 
time of great individuality in dress and in mode of living. 
It was necessary, therefore to examine each character 
thoroughly in order to get a sense of his or her inner 
being. The director and designer agreed to emphasize the 
gentle aspect of hippies rather than concentrate on the 
rebelliousness of the era. 
In costuming an educational theatre production one of 
the items of greatest importance is the budget. During the 
late Sixties there was great emphasis placed on pre-owned 
clothing. Therefore, it seemed feasible to take most items 
from the vault and alter them to fit the actors and their 
roles. The following items had to be designed and construe 
-ad: a caftan and maternity padding for Jeanie, a satin 
shirt and one enormous dress which was designed to fit 
three actors while they performed enbloc. 
Musical theatre always presents the challenge of 
designing for the choreography. Hair was an extra challeng 
because of the rigors involved with the choreography. 
Clothing was constantly being repaired because of the 
strenuous leaps. It was necessary to very carefully secure 
wigs and hair pieces to withstand the vigorous movement 
involved with the choreography. 
Most of the costumes for Hair were coordinated rather 
than constructed. All of the articles of clothing and 
accessories that were considered costume possibilities were 
taken from the vault and divided into groups according to 
size. After carefully choosing specific items for the 
leads, the chorus was then costumed according to size. 
Chapter V discusses the costume design and technique for 
each of the lead characters. 
It has been the intent of this writer to describe tne 
interdisciplinary techniques used in designing a production 
in general and specifically Hair. It is assumed that this 
project will be useful to the writer's career development 
and to other designers should they choose a project. 
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Preface 
The following quotes and excerpts have been chosen to 
give the reader a flavor of the hippy era. 
The Sixties will be recorded in American 
history as the Decade of the Revolt of 
Youth. Historians may note that youth 
has been rebellious and defiant since the 
time of Plato, but they may not ignore 
the currently growing power of young 
. 
voices in American society, a power which 
may well mold the shape of social institu-
tions in a manner never before noted in 
h . 1 istory. 
The author asks: "What is a hippie?", 
and finds definition impossible, as there 
are many different kinds of hippies on 
the American scene. The "Hippie Culture" 
would consist of a conglomeration of 
Christian mysticism~ Vedic teachings, 
revolutionary tracts, Madison Avenue pop-
psychology, pseudo American Indian religions, 
hedonism, and some traditional American 
values, such as individualism, independence, 
and frontier courage. Each different 
group seizes upon certain elements of 
this set of choices to devote its 
energies to and to elaborate on. 2 
Dress styles, art, music, sexual mores, 
and the use of drugs have all been 
influenced in various degrees and ways 
by phenomena that can be broadly sub-
sumed under the category "Hippy Culture. 113 
Popular costumes in the ghetto included 
bell-bottom trousers for both sexes, mili-
tary uniforms and insignia, ruffled shirt-
fronts and balloon sleeves, beads of 
various designs, shoulder-length hair 
often held in place by a headband, wide 
belts with heavy brass buckles, felt hats, 
cowboy boots, motorcycle boots, sandals, 
both pubic-level and ankle-length hem-
lines on females, and various forms of 
. l 4 costume Jewe ry. 
So the kids started dropping out. And 
they wore long hair and beads and all 
so as to be different from the world they 
left behind, yeah, but they did it even 
more so they'd know they weren't alone. 
Every long haired kid was another friend 
to support you when you felt like a 
that in a world of this. And if 
there would only be enough of us 
and there seemed to be more everyday 
-- maybe soon we could feel secure 
enough to go out and start building 
our own thing in this world full of 
5 
strangers. 
The prehistoric john wayne military 
nationalism institution is a death 
form., Being drafted into the army 
against one's choice is death. 6 
The prison uniform for me in Amerieka 
is the white shirt, tie and sports 
coat or suit. 
The prison uniform for women is 
girdles, bras, stockings, high heels 
and a painted perfumed mask. 
That uniform symbolizes the fact that 
you owe your soul to Business Americka, 
the necktie around your neck is like a 
hangman's rope around your neck. 
The uniform means you are working for 
7 
someone else. 
Hair naturally grows -- to cut it or 
h • . l 8 save it JS unnatura • 
Americka loves to destroy the culture 
of native minorities, from blacks to 
Vietnamese -- and now we, Americkas 
children, had become a f~reign minority 
whose local cultures were being des-
troyed, raped by -an imperialist culture. 
Cutting our hair is an act of cultural 
"d 9 genoci e. 
Americka treats its pets better than 
. . . . 10 it treats its minoPity groups. 
In 1969 the revolution broke out in the 
south and in March there were 10,000 
freaks on the steps of Nashville, Tennessee, 
Capital Building chanting FUCK YOU GEORGE 
11 WALLACE with a sourthern twang. 
"Please, LBJ, don't kill me, don't kill 
my woman I beg you. We want to live. 
Let us live and do our thing. Please 
don't attack North Vietnam. Please stop 
killing American Boys and Vietnamese 
p~ople. I'm begging you, Congress, 
12 listen, please." 
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Chapter I 
Description of Project 
Following is a descriptive step by step breakdown of 
the project being submitted as partial requirement for the 
Master of Arts degree in Related Arts. 
l. Design and coordinate costumes for 26 cast 
members and 2 spot-light operators for the 
production Hair utilizing an interdisciplinarJ 
approach to research and design. 
2. Coordinate and assign all accessories and wig~. 
3. Supervise fittings and schedule same. 
4. Construct and supervise construction of cos-
tumes. 
5. Select and order, or purchase, items needed 
for costumes including selection and rental 
of gorilla costume. 
6. Schedule and attend dress parade. 
7. Be on hand during dress rehearsals and per-
formances to assist actors with proper usage 
of costumes and accessories. 
The goals and objectives of this project were: 1. to 
design costumes which were aesthetically pleasing and suit-
ably fitted and constructed; 2. to construct them in an 
organized and economical fashion; 3. to design costumes 
that would give credibility to the characters; 4. to pro-
duce a written account of the interdisciplinary techniques 
used to design and produce costumes for~; and 5. to 
develop for purposes of career development, a portfolio of 
costumes used for an entire show. 
ll 
Chapter II 
Interdisciplinary Approach to Costuming 
In addition to the discipline of theatre, costuming 
employs several other art forms and may thereby be consid-
ered an interdisciplinary art form. Basic to the develop-
ment of costumes for Hair was a knowledge of literature, 
visual arts and history. 
The first major consideration when costuming a pro-
duction is the script itself (written word). It is 
necessary to read and interpret a play very carefully in 
terms of relating the written words of the script. to the 
costumes of the characters. 
The designer's and the director's com-
bined interpretations result in costumes 
intended to carry out the playwright's 
"d 13 1 ea. 
Careful reading is required for a complete understanding of 
the intellectual content of the script. Since a costume's 
basic function is to enhance each character individually 
and the entire show as a whole, it is imperative to interp-
14 
ret very thoroughly . 
••• reason for a careful reading of the 
script is for a complete understanding 
of the intellectual content. Just as 
much as the actor or director -- and, 
I believe, sometimes more than the 
scene designer -- the costumer has to 
begin the interpretation of the part 
to the audience. 15 
It is equally important to account for the technicali-
ties in the script. 
Often the playwright may make references 
to dostume in the dialogue. It would be 
disconcerting to the audience to hear 
"Mary is wearing a red dress today'' and 
then have Mary enter in a yellow print. 
The dialogue and costume must tally, 
either by designing the costume to match 
the dialogue or, in some cases, matching 
dialogue to the costume. 16 
It is necessary that the designer know how many actors will 
need costumes and how many of those will need costume 
changes. This knowledge is essential in order to establish 
17 
a workable budget. It is important to know the length 
of time between costume changes. The longer the time span 
between changes the more elaborate (if applicable) the 
design and accessories can be and naturally the opposite 
ld b f h f . 18 wou e true o as orter span o time. 
13 
The actuai designing or costumes en~ai~s nasic araw-
ing and design abilities as well as a creative artistic 
approach. 
The design, choice, and wearing of 
clothing depend ~pon the manipulation 
of art elements and principles. There-
fore, ~lathing can be considered as 
much an art as painting, sculpture, or 
h . 19 arc 1tecture. 
It is helpful to have an understanding of volume, perspec-
tive, line, shading and color in order to produce costumes 
20 
and accurate renderings of thos costumes. 
For performers costumes are more than 
clothes, more than high fashion clothes, 
more even than the history of high fashion 
clothes. In the theatre, as in portrait 
painting, clothes give the picture form, 
color, line, and texture, but primarily 
they establish the fundamental character 
of the portrait. Stage pictures are full-
scale, living portraits. 21 
A good understanding of color, its emotional effect on 
the audience and its aesthetic effect on stage is defi-
nitely a major consideration when costuming a show. 
The fundamental principles underlying 
1~ 
the aesthetic use of color in dress are 
the same as those which apply to the 
other art elements. 22 
It is important that each costume be appropriate in terms 
' of color and design for the actors own physical self, to thE 
character that the actor assumes, to the other characters' 
costumes and to the set as we11. 23 
Colour is a universal language and so 
much can be said by it. Any audience 
reacts to it and while few members of 
an audience will go so far as to analyse 
the schemes, everyone will be aware of 
its effect to a varying degree. It is 
valuable in establishing atmosphere for 
the scene and also establishing char-
acter in individual costumes. 
Colour in individual costumes can help 
an actor to establish and underline his 
(or her) character and importance of the 
play. It can be used symbolically, but 
. h • d 24 it must be used as the playwrig t inten s. 
The coordination of color, line, and overall design is 
• d • 2 5 necessary to achieve the unity of a complete pro uction. 
In cases where a particular historic period is being 
used the research often includes art history books, art 
-----~ 
15 
scu availa le. Costume guides are an important 
and beneficial source of information. However, by studying 
paintings and sculptures (or representativei) from a spec-
ific era, one is able to establish the overall color and 
line of garments worn, details and accessories worn and 
manner in which people carried themselves, all of which are 
important to the line of the garment. 
The field of art usually is classified 
as one of the humanities rather than as 
a science, but it is nevertbeless essential 
to a comprehensive study of clothing . 
••• Clothing also can be seen as an arti-
fact that captures and reflects the 
h l . . 27 woe spirit. 
From an interview with Jane Greenwood while discussing 
costumes for !2!.!:. Stately Mansions by Eugene O'Neil: 
I went straight to the American primi-
tive painters because they say so much 
about New England at this period. I 
used the picture collection at the New 
York Public Library; you can find any-
thing there. I went to the Garbish 
collection in the National Gallery. 
And I found at the Museum of the City 
of New York some dolls of this period 
that had a wonderful sad, used quality 
16 II 
appropI'l:cri:e ror i:nis PTa1'. ..1. -c: neve.1. 
fails to happen when I'm working a 
show -- a wonderful book came out by 
Mary Black and Jean Lipman called 
"American Folk Painting." It showed 
me whatsoever. For a play like this, 
you must look at real people; you 
need that kind of solid background to 
spark you off. I don't mean that you 
can copy them line for line. At least 
I don't work that way. But you must 
get the feeling of those people. 28 
Costume design is an interdisciplinary ~rt form from 
the standpoint that it cannot stand alone as a separate 
entity. It is necessary to be able to design artistically 
and represent those designs both on paper and on stage. It 
is necessary to be able to interpret the words of the play-
wright to produce suitable costumes for the characters. 
17 
Chapter III 
Play Analysis 
In order to properly costume a show it is important 
that the designer have a firm grasp on the content and 
message of the play. Hair, written by Gerome Ragni and 
James Rado in 1969, has become one of the most significant 
anti-war works to be produced for the American stage. The 
action of the play takes place in New York City in 1969 
during the height of the "hippy1129 protests against the 
Vietnam War. Through the use of shocking attire, behavior 
and language, the "tribe 1130 attempts to attract attention 
and protest in behalf of their ideals; mainly peace and 
brotherhood. The actions of the tribe are at times para-
doxical in that they are often brash and anti-social des-
pite their call for gentleness and concern. 
This musical is a cross between a 
Dionysian revel and an old-fashioned 
revival meeting. The religion that 
Hair preaches, and often screeches, 
is flower power, pot and protest. 
Its music is pop-rock, and its dialogue 
is mostly graffiti. Hair is lavish in 
dispraise of all things American, escept 
. ... 31 
., 
~esiaes protesting war in general ana tne American 
involvement in Vietnam in particular, the tribe opposed 
other such ideologies that seemed to represent the socially 
accepted norm. Through their anti-social actions such as 
mode of dress, length of hair, marijuana and psychedelic 
drug usage they hoped to attract an audience that would 
listen to what they had to say • 
... a documentary collage of hippie 
behavior. It begins on a hopeful 
note that mankind is moving into the 
age of Aquarius "when peace will guide 
the planets and love will steer the 
stars."32 
Besides the general endorsement of peace and brother-
hood each member of the tribe had his or her own personal 
problem that was being worked out. (There will be a de-
tailed discussion of characters' individual analyses in 
Chapter V.) This era was a tumultuous one for many people. 
Members of the tribe were facing problems such as racial 
bigotry, sexual freedoms and the military draft. They 
hoped that through loving and caring some of the answers to 
life's problems could be solved, or at least reduced. 
This was a time of great individuality; in dress and 
in mode of living. When costuming this show it was neces-
sary to be careful not to run all of the individuality to-
gether. It would have been very easy to stereotype the 
19 
if 
I 
characters and thererore em al toget er. twas 
necessary, therefore, to examine each character thoroughly 
to get a sense of his or her inner being. It would be 
incorrect to assume all hippies were flower children and 
dress them accordingly, when in actuality many of them were 
closer to Hell's Angels. After several discussions with 
the director on the subject it was agreed upon to emphasize, 
through-costuming, the softer and gentler aspect of hippies. 
The peace and love aspect was taken more into consideration 
than the all-out rebelliousness of the era. 
20 
Chapter IV 
Problems Encountered While Costuming Hair 
In costuming an educational theatre production one of 
the items of greatest importance is the budget. Hair was 
the penultimate show of the season and while funds remained 
in the department account a budgetary decision was never 
made for the purpose of apportioning funds for the two re-
maining shows. Because the final show would use entirely 
new costumes the costuming of~ required considerable 
ingenuity in order to conserve funds. 
economy was .the word. 
Given this situation 
The action of the play takes place in 1969 during the 
reign of hippy fashion. During this period of time there 
was a great emphasis on wearing pre-owned clothing and many 
of the "fashions" were found in Goodwill shops and other 
shops dealing in used articles. Therefore, considering the 
nature of Hair it was decided that it would be in keeping 
with the style of the time to use previously-owned clothing 
However, the following items had to be designed and con-
structed: a caftan and maternity padding for Jeanie, a 
satin shirt which was used as a prop and one enormous dress 
which was designed to fit three actors while they performed 
enbloc. Purchases were minimal because most items were 
taken from the vault and altered to fit the actors and thei 
ro~es. fiCcessory items such as a wig, sanda~s and rabric 
were necessary purchases. Several people in the cast used 
items from their own wardrobes. 33 Careful planning proved 
to be economical and twenty-eight cast members were costumed 
for $298.68 or $10.67 per cast member. 34 
Musical theater always presents the extra challenge of 
not only designing for a particular era, but also for its 
choreography. This show was a particular challenge because 
of the rigors characteristic of its choreography. The 
spirit of the play and the music was that of unpretentious 
freedom which of course had to be reflected in the move-
ments of the characters. The style of the era which in-
eluded tightly fitted jeans and much decoration made for 
some interesting and complex problems. Constant repairs 
were necessary on several items of clothing, in particular 
on the seams and zippers of jeans. This maintenance prob-
lem began with dress rehearsal and continued throughout the 
35 
course of the show. Decorations such as beads, studs, and 
fringes had to be hand stitched securely to avoid the possi-
bility of falling off or causing a distracting noise. 
Since contemporary hair styles are much shorter than 
the era depicted it was necessary to use wigs and hair 
pieces on many cast members. 36 Because of the active 
nature of the choreography great care had to be taken to 
fasten wigs and hair pieces securely. This was achieved by 
pin curling each of the actor's own hair before attaching 
the wig. The pin curls then acted as a base to which the 
22 
wig or air piece was pinne . 
effective method and wigs and hair pieces were kept intact 
for· the run of the show. 
Some problems were encountered in terms of the local 
availability of materials necessary for the show. Diffi-
culties occurred with sandals splitting apart because of 
the impact of the leaps required from some of the cast. Re 
pairs and searching for new foot wear were a common and on-
going occurrence. 37 Men's leather sandals were not avail-
able at a reasonable price. Plastic sandals were suhsti-
tuted and replaced several times. A similar problem arose 
with nylon webbing. During early planning stages of the 
production it was decided to fly one of the actors in from 
the grid. 38 Nylon webbing was needed to build a"flying sui 
for her. None of the stores in the area carried this item. 
Two seven foot horse leads were finally located and pur-
chased from a local farm supply store. The leads were cut 
and sewn to the desired lengths. The idea to fly the actor 
had to be abandoned because it was impossible to locate the 
proper block and tackle to carry out the maneuver safely. 
To some extent, trim, beads, and studs were difficult to 
obtain. Since metal studs are no longer in fashion they 
could not be found in fabric shops or in the variety stores 
A craft and hobby shop in the area was the only store that 
carried them and their supply was limited. 
Choosing costume materials (fabric) was also difficult 
because the change in contemporary fashion dictates what is 
23 
i~ is necessary to iocate out-or-da~e ranric. tor~una~e~y 
a small factory outlet store had exactly what was needed foI 
the three-person dress. It was suitable in both design and 
fabric content. It was a red, white and blue geometric 
· • h" h 1 · h s· · 39 print in acetate w ic was very popu ar int e ixties. 
Fabric for the caftan 9 a cotton Indian bedspread was pur-
chased locally at a school supply and novelty shop. Making 
articles of clothing from such bedspreads was a common 
practice in the Sixties. A vintage pattern from a personal 
collection was used to complete the effect. 
24 
Chapter V 
Costume Design Justification and Technique 
Since most of the costumes for Hair were coordinated 
rather than constructed, the major characters were given 
first priority. All of the articles of clothing and access-
ories that were considered costume possibilities were taken 
from the vault and divided into groups according to size. 
Fortunately the vault had a good supply of leather vests, 
jeans, peasant shirts, and other items from the era. After 
carefully choosing specific items for the leads, the chorus 
was costumed according to size. Following is a discussion 
of each major character's costume, why specific items were 
used and how the costume was coordinated. Each discussion 
will be preceded with a photo or plate of the costume being 
discussed. 
Illustration I: 
Berger 
26 
I 
Derger: 
Berger is one of the main characters in this show. A 
combination anti-hero and macho male of the Sixties made 
Berger interesting to costume. It was important that his 
costume be sensual, anti-establishment and at the same time 
in good taste for educational theatre. It was also nee-
essary that Berger's costume contrast with the other main 
characters, not only to denote difference in character, but 
for aesthetic balance as well. The open vest accentuated 
the body and allowed for freedom of movement as well. The 
extra wide flare to the belled hem brought the eye upward 
to a slim torso. Metallic studs down the outside of the 
jeans added a dash of glitter which emphasized movement. 
Berger was the type of character who demanded to be on dis-
play whenever possible. His costume was coordinated to be 
sensual and eye catching. 
Berger's jeans and vest were pulled from the costume 
vault. A small repair to the bias tape trim on the front 
of the vest was necessary. His jeans were lengthened and 
flared 6~ inches. A pocket flap was sewn onto the flared 
hem as an added attraction. Embroidery and metal studs 
were added to complete the effect. A belt purse was fasten 
ed to the waist of his jeans in order that it would remain 
secure during the rigors of his assigned choreography. A 
long curly wig was purchased at a local discount store to 
complete his hippy look. 
27 
Illustration II: 
Claude 
28 
Claude was the other major male character in Hair. In 
contrast to Berger he was the more serious of the two. His 
costume reflected this by covering more of his body and by 
eliminating the razzle-dazzle that Berger's clothing con-
tained. Claude's shirt and jeans suggested an earthy 
approach to his character. He wore light-weight boots in-
stead of sandals which was a physical preference since he 
had several high jumps involved with his choreography. 
Claude's strap undershirt was pulled from the vault 
and tie-dyed a rich maroon color. His jeans from his own 
personal wardrobe were heavily patched and embroidered. It 
took several days to achieve the desired effect on his jean 
A maroon head band was used to tie in the color of his 
shirt. 
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Illustration III: 
30 
Woof: 
Woof's character was completely different from either 
Berger's or Claude's. He exhibited bizarre qualities that 
were meant to be shocking. His solo ''Sodomy" and his infat 
uation with Mick Jagger suggested a sexual passion. For 
this reason the color red was used as an accent color for 
his shirt. The shirt, and Indian print, was popular during 
the Sixties. 40 This shirt was loaned to the theatre depart 
ment. His jeans were from his own personal wardrobe. The 
flared part of his jeans were trimmed with red rhinestones 
to tie in with the colors of his shirt. The leather thong 
tied around his leg helped to establish his uniqueness. 
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Illustration: IV 
Hud 
32 
u 
Hud was a low-key stoic character. His attitude was 
firm and he had a clear cut idea of right and wrong. He 
reacted to situtations much like the stereotyped American 
Indian would -- with calm and reserve. His costume was pur 
posely kept low key and the subtleness of this costume was 
a necessary factor in blending with some of the more flam-
boyant costumes. The leather vest exposed enough of the 
actor to suggest a strength of body which was a helpful 
elemen~ to this character's make-up. The beading on the 
fringes of the vest gave it enough color so that the costum 
was not completely lost among the brighter ones. 
Hud's jeans and vest were pulled from the vault. The 
jeans needed no altering except for a deocrative extension 
around the hem which served to lengthen them. In addition 
to the beading on the fringes of the vest, some of the 
fringes were braided for variation. 
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Illustration V: 
Bud 
34 
Bud: 
Central to Bud's character were a series of popular 
Sixties sogans; among them, "black is beautiful" and "power 
to the people." The leather vest with peace signs, leather 
head band and black engineer boots suggest a "heavy'' char-
acter. The black arm band designated a strong anti-war 
feeling. His jeans were purposely kept unadorned with 
patches being only in denim. 
seriousness to his character. 
This was done to establish a 
Bud's vest was pulled from the vault and his jeans werE 
loaned to the theatre by another cast member. His vest had 
to be fitted, cut and re-sewn by hand in order to fit him 
through the shoulders. Leather peace sign emblems were 
attached to the front of the vest. In actuality these were 
hair clips, but served nicely as appliques. They lent 
va~iety and color to the costume. His jeans had to be 
altered around the waist and in length. Since those had to 
be returned in original condition, no cutting away of fabric 
was allowed and wide seams and hems were taken. 
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Illustration VI: 
Sheila 
36 
Sheilat 
Sheila was deliberately costumed in a peasant blouse 
and skirt to signify her earth mother character. She lived 
with both Berger and Claude, mothering and loving both of 
them. The colors of her costume, beige blouse and peach 
skirt, were earthy and suggested a natural warmth. The full 
skirt also allowed the freedom for dance and general stage 
movement. 
Her skirt was borrowed from a personal wardrobe and 
her blouse was constructed out of white eyelet fabric and 
then dyed with coffee. The coffee dye resulted in the 
desired color but presented a problem because as the blouse 
was laundered throughout the run of the show, it faded and 
ended up much lighter in color than was planned. 
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Illustration VII: 
Jeanie 
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Jeanie: 
Jeanie posed an interesting challenge in that she had 
to appear pregnant. Her costume had to look realistic and 
at the same time allow for freedom of movement. A simple 
vest made of muslin that tied in back, was padded in the 
front to give the appropriate effect. Her caftan was con-
structed from an Indian cotton bedspread. The color was 
magenta which was a major fashion color for this era. 41 
The skirt and arms of the caftan were designed for fullness 
to allow for the padding and also for movement. Jeanie was 
not assigned any rigorous movement, but the general choreo-
graphy of the show demanded that she at least be able to 
move as well as the other actors on stage. A flower head-
band was used as a decorative device to complete the look. 
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Illustration VIII: 
Dionne 
40 
Dionne: 
. 
Dionne could have been considered Bud's female counter 
part because her character reflected a strong pro-black 
attitude. Her blouse was an authentic native garment from 
Africa which was loaned to the theatre department by anotheJ 
member of the cast. A sleeveless leotard was worn under-
neath for reasons of personal modesty. Her army pants were 
slit up the sides and converted to bell bottoms. During 
this era hippies ''customized" military clothing to show 
disrespect to the military in general and to the draft 
specifically. The clenched fist or ''black power" sign was 
embroidered on the belled inserts to further signify the 
character's intensity. General repair on the shirt was 
necessary throughout the run of the show because the fabric 
was old and had a tendency to rip. 
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Illustration IX: 
Crissy 
4- 2 
Crissy was costumed to bring out her feminine qualitiei. 
In her solo performance of the song "Frank Mills", Crissy 
exhibits a tenderness and naivete. Crissy's costume, with 
the exception of her boots, was completely pulled from the 
vault and coordinated for her. The leather mini-skirt and 
h d 1 d • h s· . 42 croc ete open vest were very popu ar uring t e ixties. 
A bright orange body suit gave extra color, but was some-
what subdued by the beige open work crocheted vest and beadi. 
Her hair was braided and feathered to add a touch of soft-
ness. Her boots were from her personal wardrobe and added 
the finishing touch to the costume. 
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Illustration X: 
Three-person dress 
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Three-person dress: 
A three-person dress was used during a scene where 
three members of the tribe did a spoof on the Supremes; a 
popular singing group of the Sixties. It was necessary to 
construct one large dress for three people in such a manner 
that it would look like three separate dresses. This posed 
a problem because the three actors that were chosen to rep-
resent the Supremes were of varying heights. 
Fabric was sewn together leaving three necks and six 
arm holes open. The hem of each individual "dress" was 
tr±mmed differently to give the illusion of three dresses. 
When the number was over the three actors stepped apart and 
bowed to the audience revealing to them the fact that it was 
one large dress. It was a good sight gag, but it would have 
worked more smoothly had the actors been closer in height. 
As previously stated in Chapter IV the fabric that was 
found for this dress was highly suitable in every detail 
content (acetate), print (geometric) and colors (red, white 
and blue). A head-band of red, white and blue spangles com-
pleted the costume. 
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Illustration XI: 
Chorus 
46 
cnorus: 
The chorus was costumed mostly according to what was 
available in each person's size. Since no specific char-
acterization was being emphasized this treatment worked 
well. Each actor was given appropriate hippy accessories tc 
compliment his costume. 
It is an interesting challenge to costume a ''found" 
show as opposed to a ''constructed" one. There is great sat-
isfaction in being able to find a perfect costume piece or 
accessory. Coordinating the articles of clothing and 
accessories so that they make sense in terms of character-
ization and intellectual content of the play may be comparec 
to producing a good painting. · 
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Chapter VI 
Evaluation and Conclusion 
If the project were undertaken again the wri~er would 
devise evaluation methods that would provide critical data 
reported in an objective manner. Attempts that were made 
to evaluate this project seemed unsuccessful in obtaining 
such information. It was agreed upon by both the writer 
of this thesis and the advisor to omit this information. 
In discussing possible methods by which costumes could 
be evaluated the writer and advisor decided an evaluation 
form was feasible for a random audience response. Another 
possibility that was discussed was that of inviting a guest 
designer, perhaps from another university theatre, to con-
duct an evaluation. 
It is this writer's contention that the goals and ob-
jectives of this project were met. Most of the costumes 
were aesthetically pleasing and helped to establish the 
credibility of the characters. Several chorus costumes 
were not as successful as had been planned. Reasons for 
this are varied, but the greatest problem lay in the inavai 
-ability of certain articles in the sizes required. Also, 
dress parade was omitted and costumes were being used ahead 
of schedule. However, the costumes were constructed in an 
organized and economical fashion. 
rt has neen the intention or tnis writer to aescrine 
the interdisciplinary techniques used in designing a pro-
duction in general and specifica-ly the musical,!!!:...!!.• It 
is assumed that this project in its totality will be useful 
to the writer's career development. Further, it is contend-
ed that this was an educational and creative experience that 
will benefit this writer for years to come. 
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2-8-80 
2-11-80 
2-15-80 
2-16-80 
2-18-80 
Appendix 
Journal 
Received permission to costume Eastern Illinois 
University Theatre production of Hair. 
Took measurements of cast. 
Attended production meeting. The director indi-
cated his wish to show the gentleness and comrad-
ery of the era rather than the destructive abras-
ive side. 
Pulled articles of clothing from vault which 
would be tentatively used for costumes. 
Met with Eastern Illinois University Theatre cos-
tumer, Brenda Wentworth. Discussed rules and reg-
ulations concerning use of costume shop facilitie~. 
Received a copy of costume shop policies. Dis-
cussed rental possibilities for gorilla suit and 
wigs. Called the following rental agencies for 
estimates: 
New York Costume Co. 
DeKalb, IL 
Costumes Unlimited 
Chicago, IL 
wigJ.ana 
Champaign, IL 
Estimates: 
2-18-8-
New York Costume Co. 815-756-1188 
No rentals, purchase only. Cost of gorilla 
suit: $150. 
Costumes Unlimited 312-642-0200 
Gorilla suit rental: $25 deposit 
No wigs. 
$75 first three days 
$37.50 next three days 
Broadway Costume Co. 312-829-6400 
Note: 
Gorilla suit rental: $62.50 three days 
Top quality suit: $82.50 three days 
Wig rental~ $18.50 per week, per 
Afro: 
Gypsy cut: 
Medium length: 
(colors: black, 
$10.50 
$10.50 
$ 8.50 
wig 
brown, blonde, auburn) 
Check for wigs at K-Mart. 
Count wigs in the vault. 
Check to see if Peter Samuel needs full make-up. 
Sal Viviano: 
Kim Parson: 
Kim Cage: 
Beth Adams: 
Attach a 6\ inch extension to hem 
of pants. Shoe size 10\. 
Pull dance slippers from vault. 
Take in skirt. Shoe size 7. 
Shoe size 8. 
Repair rips in leotard, use pink 
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2-20-80 
Linda Neuzil: 
Lynn Luppo: 
thread. 
Pull apron and hair cover from 
vault. 
Needs to try on jeans. 
Anita Streeter: Try on jeans. Pull long sleeved 
leotard from vault. 
Joe Starzynski: Try on overalls, check for look 
without shirt. 
Denise Doherty: Try on jeans. 
Called Dr. Gabbard, decided upon Broadway Costume 
Inc. for gorilla suit rental. Cost of rental: 
$93.75 plus $5 shipping. Rental contract from 
March .10-24, 1980. Called Ms. Wentworth to con-
firm rental. 
The following cast members were asked to bring 
their own (if possible) jeans, low rise, hip-
hugger jeans: 
Erick Steidinger 
Earl Halbe 
Clay Peterson 
Terry Kroening 
Bruce Morris 
Tim Gress 
Dan Dionne 
Ron Wilkerson 
Denise Doherty: Try on jeans. 
Eric Steidinger: Try on shirt, bring jeans. 
Linda West: Pull blouse or blouse pattern. 
Terry Kroening: Try on shirt. 
Joe Starzynski: Try on overalls. 
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2-21-80 
2-21-80 
Chris Hayes: Try on pants. Pull shirt or snirt 
pattern. 
Ron Wilkerson: Try on vest. 
Charles 
Williams: Try on jeans. 
Anita Streeter: Pull leotard. 
Kim Cage: Try on red, white, blue top. 
Costume Call: 
1:00 
1:30 
2:00 
2:30 
3:00 
3:30 
Sal Viviano 
Kim Parsons 
Karen Reid 
Denise Doherty 
Kim Cage 
Beth Adams 
If possible will the following please bring their 
jeans, bell bottoms, low rise hip-huggers. 
Eric Steidinger 
Earl Halbe 
Clay Peterson 
Terry Kroening 
Tim Gress 
Please bring to the costume shop and leave with 
Mary Yarbrough or Brenda Wentworth. 
Sal Viviano: 
Kim Parsons: 
Karen Reid: 
Attach a 6~ inch extension to hem 
of pants. Repair bias on front OJ 
vest. Shoe size 10~. 
Pull dance slippers from the vaul . 
Take in skirt around waist. Shoe 
size 7. 
Cut out pattern for caftan. 
Padding for pregnant look. 
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2-25-80 
Denise Do1ierty: 
Kim Cage: 
Beth Adams: 
Dan Dionne: 
Linda Neuzil: 
Charles 
Williams: 
Lynn Lupo: 
Pull Jeans from the vault. 
Shoe size 8. 
Patch and trim pants. Repair 
underarms in leotard. Use pink 
thread. Shoes are on the way. 
Will wear his own pants and 
sandals. 
Pull apron or house dress from 
vault. 
Put beads on fringes, all differ-
ent colors at varied heights. 
Needs to try on jeans. 
Anita Streeter: Needs to try on pants. Needs to 
try on leotard. 
Joe Starzynski: Try on overalls, see if he looks 
okay without shirt. 
Denise Doherty: Try on jeans. 
Patty Gaines: Try on skirt and leotard. 
Construct white peasant blouse. Linda West: 
Eric Steidinger: His sister has a hair peice that 
may work for him. 
Costume Call: 
12:00 
12:15 
12:30 
3:00 
3:15 
Terry Korening 
Lynn Lupo 
Patty Gaines 
Eric Steidinger 
T.J. Daughhetee 
Purchased blouse from Goodwill, Charleston, IL 
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I 
2-25-80 ,Need shoes: 
2-26-80 
2-27-80 
Kim Cage 
Denis Doherty 
Chris Hayes - is buying his own moc. 
Kim Parsons 
T.J. Daughette 
Sal Viviano 
Ron Wilkerson 
Linda West 
Tim Gress: Decorate pants. 
Denise Doherty: Hat band under chin is too tight, 
without it, hat falls off. 
Costume Call: 
1:00 
1:15 
1:30 
3:30 
3:45 
Joe Starzynski 
Ron Wilkerson 
Denis Doherty 
Erick Steidinger 
Charles Williams 
Denise Doherty: Try on jeans. 
Joe Starzysnki: Try on overalls. 
Eric Steidinger: Try on entire costume. 
Anita Streeter: Try on entire costume. 
Ron Wilkerson: Try on pants and vest. 
Charles 
Williams: Try on pants. 
Posted: Need shoe size for the following cast 
members: 
Kim Cage (8) 
Denise Doherty (7~) 
Kim Parsons (6\-7) 
Linda West (7) 
T.J. Daughette (7) 
General work assignment: 
Name tags on all costumes. 
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I 
Wash and iron wigs. 
Pull peasant blouse pattern for Linda West. 
Earl Halbe: Patch pants with denim scraps. 
Lynn Lupo: 
Linda Neuzil: 
Sal Viviano: 
Linda West: 
Anne McNally: 
Tie-dye undershirt. 
Rip darts in back of blouse, re-
sew. 
Pull red leotard. 
Lengthen pants with denim. 
Find eyelet fabric for blouse. 
Construct a jean skirt. 
T.J. Daughettee:Find suitable cording for poncho. 
Sal Viviano: Attach colored beads to fringes 
of leather bag. 
Ron Wilkerson: Patch pants with denim only. 
Tim Gress: 
Kim Cage: 
Leave one pocket torn. 
Look for old tennis shoes to pain 
designs on. Size 9. 
own pants. 
Is bringing 
Find moccasins. Trim side seams 
of pants. 
Anne McNally: Put snaps between buttons on 
blouse. 
Julie Woosley: Is making her own skirt. 
Dan Dionne: Attach decorative studs to back o 
shirt in peace sign design. 
Earl Halbe: Pull leather fringe belt from 
vault. Attach beads to fringe of 
-
. - --- ~ _...._ 
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Char~es 
Williams: Lengthen jeans 3~ inches. 
Ron Wilkerson: Take in pants at waist where 
marked. 
Denise Doherty: Rip bottom of pants where marked. 
Clay Peterson: 
Repair rip in crotch. 
Lace red ties through front of 
shirt. 
Joe Starsyski: Attach red felt star on back right 
pocket of overalls. 
Linda Neuzil: 
Charles 
Williams: 
Kim Parsons: 
Kim Cage: 
Beth Adams: 
Patti Gaines: 
Earl Halbe: 
Pull pin curl bonnet. 
Attach more beads to fringes of 
vest. 
Needs dance slippers or sandals. 
Needs shoes. 
Shoes are on the way. 
Attach beads to ties up skirt 
front. 
Patch pants with denim only. 
Anita Streeter: Open straight legs of pants and 
insert fabric to convert to bells. 
Ron Wilkerson: Cut vest to size and re-sew. 
Eric Steidinger:Let out seams in sleeves as much 
as possible. Please be very care-
ful when ripping. 
Toni Williams: Carefully re-attach beading to 
leather head-band. 
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. cos-cume ca.L.J.: 
12:00 
1:00 
1:15 
T.J. Daughettee 
Kim Cage 
Anne McNally 
Beth Adams: 
Kim Cage: 
Dan Dionne: 
Tim Gress: 
Earl Halbe: 
Chris Hayes: 
Complete costume. 
Trim down sides of pants. Attach 
yellow trim to left side of pants. 
Attach silver studs to back of 
shirt in peace sign design. Needf 
to bring pants. Check shoes. 
Needs to bring pants. Paint 
tennis shoes. 
Tie-dye shirt. Pants need more 
trim, embroidery. Needs shoes. 
Patch pants with denim only. 
Terry Kroening: Pull "father" prop. 
Lynn Lupo: 
Bruce Morris: 
Anne McNally: 
Linda Neuzil: 
Kim Parsons: 
Greg Peterson: 
Karen Reid: 
Complete. 
Still needs shirt. Pull shoes 
from the vault. 
Jean skirt being constructed. 
Will utilize shawl for hair cover 
Construct yellow halter and head-
band to match. 
Find suitable lacing for front of 
shirt. 
Construct flying harness. Con-
struct pregnant padding. Cut out 
and construct caftan. 
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3-3-80 
~ oe Starzynski: 
Ron Wilkerson: 
Toni Williams: 
Julie Woosley: 
Merle Ray: 
Linda West: 
Pull bandanna for head-band. 
Complete except for shoes. 
Complete 
Construct peasant blouse. 
Patch pants with colored patches. 
Trim bodice inserts with embroid-
ery. 
Needs shoes. 
Eric Steidinger: Wash tennis shoes. Buy hat size 
23\ inches. Needs longer shoe 
laces. 
General work assignment: 
Check all garments to make sure everything has a 
name tage. Cast will start ~earing costumes March 
3. Everything hanging directly behind name marker 
on rack is definite now. Pull dance briefs for al 
women wearing skirts. 
Note: Purchase wig and wig brush for Sal Viviano. 
Beth Adams: 
Kim Cage: 
Dan Dionne: 
Complete 
Needs shoes. 
Attach metallic studs to back of 
shirt in peace sign design. 
Denise Doherty: Attach decorations to jacket. 
Patti Gaines: Complete. 
Earl Halbe: 
Chris Hayes: 
Tie-dye shirt. Needs beads and 
shoes. 
Needs shirt. 
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Lynn Lupo: 
Bruce Morris: 
Anne McNally: 
Kim Parsons: 
Greg Peterson: 
Karen Reid: 
Complete. 
Put flag pieces in bell inserts. 
Construct jean skirt. 
Construct yellow halter and head 
band. Alter skirt around waist. 
Needs shoes. 
Needs head band. Attach beads t 
lacing on skirt. 
Construct flying harness. 
struct caftan. 
Con-
Eric Steidinger: Is bringing his own pants. Wash 
Joe Starzynski: 
Anita Streeter: 
tennis shoes. 
23~ size. 
Buy or find hat 
Attach red felt star to right 
rear pocket. 
Open straight legs of pants and 
insert fabric to convert to bell . 
T.J. Daughettee: Needs shoes. 
Sal Viviano: 
Linda West: 
Ron Wilkerson: 
Place inserts in bottom of legs 
on jeans. ( Denim only) Attach 
studs down side of jeans. Check 
on sandals. Construct red satin 
shirt to be used as prop. 
Construct peasant blouse - dye. 
Needs shoes. 
Stitch pockets. Needs shoes. 
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3-4--80 
3-5-80 
3-8-80 
1•1er.Le rc.ay: 
~atcn pants with colorea patches, 
Trim bodice inserts with ebroid-
ery. 
Purchased sandals. 
Purchased leather jacket. 
Bruce Morris: 
Anne McNally: 
Karen Reid: 
Joe Starzynski: 
Hem flag inserts. 
with flag. 
Patch knee 
Hem skirt. Put snaps between 
buttons on blouse. 
Construct caftan. 
Attach red felt star to right 
rear pocket of overalls. 
Eric:Steidinger: Attach studs to jeans. 
Anita Streeter: Repair rips in blouse. 
T.J. Daughettee: Trim pants with fringe, down out-
side of legs and around hem. 
Sal Viviano: Attach round silver studs 2 
inches apart down outsides of 
pants. Attach leather bag to 
waist of pants. 
Dress Rehearsal Notes: 
Tim Gress: 
Terry Krcening: 
Karen Reid: 
Clay Peterson: 
Costume needs more color. 
Strike epalettes. 
adjustment. 
Needs wig 
Construct flower head-band in 
color to blend with costume. 
Strike hat. 
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.Terry Kroening: Pull different shoes. 
Joe Starzynski: Pull different shoes. 
Chris Hayes: Needs more color. 
Joe Starzynski: Pull trench coat. 
Anita Streeter: Pants need defining. Sew yellow 
stripes down sides of legs. 
Embroider power fists in bell 
extension. 
Eric Steidinger: Attach feathers to vest where 
possible. 
Linda Neuzil: Repair rips in pants. 
Note: Paint beads red - use for trim. 
Greg Peterson: 
Kim Parsons: 
Toni Williams: 
Linda West: 
Kim Cage: 
Repair rip in crotch of pants. 
Take in waist band of skirt. 
Cannot part hair - underwear 
shows above jeans. 
Dye blouse with coffee. 
Sew red, white and blue felt 
stars across the front of shirt 
and across back. Apply to the 
navy trim. Resew left side of 
blue stripe. Attach brass star 
studs down blue trim, 2 inches 
apart. 
Dan Dionne: Construct or pull black arm band. 
Military head-band? Find an 
accessory to hang from belt loop.I 
I 
~===============91!= 
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3-9-80 
3-10-80 
3-12-80 
Denise Doherty: 
Tim Gress: 
Attach silver studs to back of 
shirt in peace sign design. 
Decorate jacket. String beads 
on hat strap around crown. 
Distress pants - splatter bleach. 
Terry Kroeining: Sew red epalettes on shoulder of 
shirt. 
Lynn Lupo: Repair zipper where ripped out on 
pants. Rip out back seam and 
make larger. 
Construct three-person dress. 
Construct three-person dress. 
Construct three-person dress. 
Purchased P-coat, jewelry, mocasins, beads and 
trim. 
Dress rehearsal notes: 
Patti Gaines: 
Chris Hayes: 
Lynn Lupo: 
Sal Viviano: 
Peter Samuels: 
Clay Peterson: 
Ron Wilkerson: 
Note: 
Wear knee protection on outside 
of tights. 
Starch and iron collar. 
Star stud sides of pants. Star 
pattern in studs in bell insert. 
Remove heart applique from back 
pocket. 
Pull purse from the vault. 
Pants need trim. 
Needs black arm band. 
Purchased red velcro dots for red 
. . 
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Dan Dionne: 
Patti Gaines: 
Attach yellow braid to lert front 
of pants. Attach nail heads 
to bodice outline of shirt. 
Fit and stitch head-band to size. 
T.J. Daughettee: Spray hair piece red. 
Eric Steidinger: Still needs hat. 
Tim Gress: Needs top hat. 
Anita Streeter: Pull and paint tennis shoes. 
Sal Viviano: Repair ripped pocket. 
Linda Neuzil: 
Beth Adams: 
Complete. Looks good. 
Needs more trim down side of 
pants. Needs beads to wear. 
Anita Streeter: Needs beads to wear. 
~hris Hayes: Attach large red rhinestone 
design around bottom of pants. 
Terry Kroening: Open pants at bottom and con-
vert to bells. 
Lynn Lupo: 
Follow up: 
Replace studs in blouse. 
Called J. Sain for total cost 
information. Total cost of cos-
tumes for twenty-eight cast mem-
bers: $298.68 or $10.67 per cas1 
member. 
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